It is considered regularization of partially set laws of functioning of the discrete determined dynamic systems (automatons), considered as mathematical model of systems. For representation of automatons is used the apparatus of geometrical images of the state machines, offered and developed by Tverdohlebov V. A and based on geometrical representation of laws of functioning. In paper is carried out the analysis of efficiency of application of classical methods of interpolation of Newton, Lagrange, Gauss, Bessel, spline-interpolation methods (and other) to partially set laws of functioning of the automatons, presented by partially set geometrical images in the form of numerical graphics. New effective methods of a choice of base points of interpolation are offered. It is investigated efficiency of regularization of laws of functioning of automatons at various number and methods of a choice of base points of interpolation.
Introduction
In the basic works, containing development of the automata theory (see, for example, [1, 2] ), the problem of regularization of automata on the basis of the uniform approach is not considered. There are problems, at which decision used methods assume completely set laws of functioning of automatons, but in initial data these laws are presented partially. Fundamental mathematical results on regularization of partially set graphics are presented by classical methods of interpolation of Newton, Lagrange, Gauss, Bessel, spline-interpolation methods etc. Inapplicability of these methods for partially set automatons is connected with the symbolical form of the presentation of automatons by tables, matrixes, graphs, systems of the logic equations, etc. Presentation of laws of functioning of automata by numerical structures on the basis of representation of automata mappings by the numerical graphics, offered and developed by V.A.Tverdokhlebov (see, for example, [3, 6] ), allows to use classical methods of interpolation in the automata theory. In [6] are stated general provisions of possibility of regularization of automatons, partially set by their geometrical images by interpolation methods. In the given work are developed methods of interpolation for partially set laws of functioning of the automatons, presented in the geometrical images and using: the base points, which second co-ordinates are received by sections of geometrical images by the straight lines parallel to an axis of abscissaes; the base points of interpolation allocated with the first elements of some tops of geometrical images. Estimations for comparison on accuracy of interpolation by Newton's, Lagrange, Gauss etc. methods for partially set laws of functioning of automatons are received in classes (4,2,2)-automatons, (8,2,2) -automatons, (16,2,2) -automatons.
Geometrical images of automatons
Finite state machines (automatons) as mathematical models are formed for description of relations of input signal set and set of states with small number of elements. It is reflected in representations of automatons based on obvious description of next-state and output functions (tables, finite graphs, matrixes, logic equations with variables, defined on finite sets). Functioning of automaton is based on a recursion, which allows to represent somehow big, but only initial, fragment of process of functioning. In [3] V.A.Tverdokhlebov is developed new representation of laws of functioning of discrete determined dynamic systems, based on numerical structures. The offered approach allows to set laws of functioning by geometrical figures, which in turn can be set analytically. Transformation of a symbolical form of automata model to numerical structure (geometrical image of laws of functioning of automata) includes lin- λ (s, p) )}, where λ (s, p) -last signal of output sequence λ(s, p). For transformation of a set of pairs ρ s and ρ s into graphics on a set of all words in the alphabet X is entered a linear order ω 1 (see [3] ). The ordered sets of pairs (ρ s , ω 1 ) and (ρ s , ω 1 ) are supplemented with linear orders ω 0 on Y * and ω 2 on Y. As a result we receive graphics (ρ s , ω 1 , ω 0 ) and (ρ s , ω 1 , ω 2 ). Detailed description of mathematical apparatus of geometrical images see in [3] .
Interpolation for regularization of laws of functioning of automatons
The choice and application of a method of interpolation by implication correspond to acceptance and realization of a hypothesis, that the method of interpolation, applied to the numerical praphic, representing partially set geometrical image of the automaton, enough precisely regularize points of a geometrical image, i.e. is enough exact regularize partially set laws of functioning of the automaton. Therefore, validity of the results, received with use of the chosen method of interpolation, is shown to a substantiation of correctness of a hypothesis. In the given paragraph methods of a choice of a hypothesis (a choice of a concrete method of interpolation) are investigated and developed for concrete classes of automatons ( class of (4,2,2)-automatons, (8,2,2)-automatons and some subclasses of class of (16,2,2)-automatons) on an example of a choice of more exact method of interpolation from two methods of interpolation: Newton and Lagrange (under the similar scheme also is carried out the analysis of Gauss, Bessel, Stirling, etc. methods of interpolation). These methods include following stages: 1 Stage. It is defined and obviously is constructed the class U of automatons, in which partially set automatons by method of interpolation of their partial geometrical images regularize to full geometrical images . The set of methods of interpolation are choose for research (in the given chapter the set include Newton's and Lagrange methods). 6 Stage. Choice of function for an estimation of efficiency of methods of interpolation, i.e. for definition of the most effective method in an investigated set of interpolation methods. In paper is offered and used function
which values allows to compare efficiency of Newton's and Lagrange methods. In this work is carried out comparative analysis of accuracy of interpolation by Newton's and Lagrange methods, and also by modified Newton's and Lagrange methods. Modification of methods of interpolation consists that base points of interpolation are points of geometrical images of autonomous subautomatons of a kind In view of restrictions on size of article, proofs of theorems 1-4 an explicit form are not given. Proofs of theorems 1-4 contain,for example, in [6] . From theorems 1-4 follows, that at small lengths of partially set geometrical images of automatons from a class of (4,2,2) -automatons, it is necessary to use a method of interpolation of Newton, and at lengths of geometrical images from 126 to the 254 interpolation by Newton's and Lagrange methods is similar on accuracy.
Conclusions
In paper are stated models and the methods developed for interpolation of partially set laws of functioning of automatons, set by the automata mappings placed on geometrical curves. In article are developed interpolation methods using: base points of the interpolation, which second co-ordinates are received by sections of geometrical images the straight lines, parallel to an axis of abscissas; the base points of interpolation, selected by the first elements of some tops of geometrical images (on the basis of selection of autonomous subautomatons). Estimations for comparison on accuracy of interpolation by Newton's, Lagrange (Gauss, Bessel etc.) methods are received for automatons with partially set geometrical images, representing a class of (4,2,2)-automatons and its subclasses, the class of the linear (8,2,2)-automatons, some subclasses of a class of (16,2,2)-automatons etc. Geometrical images of automatons of length up to 1022 signs in a class of (2,2,16)-automatons, (2,2,32)-automatons are investigated. For each class is defined most effective method.
